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Session title

Aim of session

Extra idea

Resources needed

1

and/or/With

linking science and faith

introduce a ‘question
box’ to be run through
the sessions

masking tape or chalk,
post-it notes, Test of
FAITH dvd and dvd
player, flip chart or
display board

2

how did We Get here?

an exploration of the
issues and discussions
around creation
and evolution

3

3

Would You adam and
eve it?

looking into the serving
and preserving role God
gave adam and eve, and
what that means for us

4

Who am i?

an exploration of what
makes people special

5

Who am i? extra

a short session exploring
the implications of human
embryo research, cloning
and genetic testing
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run these sessions
as part of a residential
weekend so that the
young people have a
chance to experience
God’s creation in a
new way

as this is the last session,
run this one as a dinner
party; choose a theme
and get all the young
people to dress up
accordingly

a4 paper, pens,
newspaper, sticky tape,
scissors, cardboard
boxes, a watch and a toy
car for each team, Test of
FAITH dvd and
dvd player
masking tape or chalk,
post-it notes, Test of
FAITH dvd and dvd
player, flip chart or
display board, pens
and paper
plasticine or play dough,
Test of FAITH dvd and
dvd player, pens
and paper

Big sheets of paper, pens,
Test of FAITH dvd,
dvd player

GUIDE TO
THE SESSIONS

Test of FAITH Sessions for 14-18 year olds

Guide to the Sessions

GAME: To get the group moving and involved
during this time look out for those who are on the fringes, not wanting to be involved, and those who are
looking to dominate. think about how you can draw in those who are stepping back, or rein in those who
aren’t allowing others to speak.
DISCUSS: To get the group talking about the session
The discussion activity is designed to flow from activity into debate and dialogue. This is designed to use the
energy created in the game to get good discussion flowing. Don’t be afraid of weird and wacky answers at
this stage. if you have several groups, make sure you have a chance to get feedback from each one.
WATCH: Test of FAITH DVD (or alternative choice from movie)
the Test of FAITH DVD is mentioned in each session and on it you will find a range of extra resources that
can be used. Included at various stages is another suggested film you can use.
BREAK
a chance to take a short break for a drink/snack or toilet break. if the game has been a wild one, then use
this time to rearrange the room so that people return to a calmer environment. also, it is useful for the young
people to return with their refreshments: it means that those who need something to fiddle with have a cup
or biscuit to hold.
TALK: Prompt notes for youth leaders wanting to introduce the topic
Gather groups together, try to get some focus for a few minutes as you introduce the subject for discussion.
prompts are given for a short, focused talk that will illustrate the issues being discussed. depending on the
attentiveness of your group, you should feel free to intersperse this talk section with discussion questions.
BIBLE: Read and explore
each session has a Bible story or a series of readings to help the young people to understand God’s
perspective on the issues raised.
CLOSING ACTION: Putting the session into action
finally, as a drawing together and closing up of the session, a closing action has been suggested. this
closing action has been designed to encourage the young people to come together and apply what they
have been exploring. it is the point at which the hyperbole and debate becomes applied and real.
PRAYER: Final exercise/meditation
The final act of the session is a time of prayer. Different prayer activities have been suggested. If you feel
your group is adventurous, feel free to try these out. if you feel it more appropriate to draw the group
together in a prayer yourself, then this can also be done.

The first half of the sessions is set to last between twenty and forty minutes and is more active, energetic learning. The second
half of the sessions then follows a break and is designed to provide a bit more focus. this second part should last between thirty
and forty-five minutes, although the sessions can be extended by the feedback and questions from the young people.
Given the nature of the topic, you may want to think about a procedure for tough questions because it is inevitable that there
will be queries you can’t answer straight away. in this case, it is best to acknowledge the question, write it down in a journal and
then send the challenge back to the young people, asking them to explore and find answers during the week. If you have done
this in previous weeks, you can use the second half of the session to feedback answers.
should you have a bold and imaginative group, then an extra idea has been suggested to theme each session. these include
turning the session into a dinner party, or praying late at night whilst peering up at the stars. these extra ideas are designed to
introduce more memory-makers into the sessions, finding ways in which the theory can be related to the practice.
the test of faith youth materials are developed to help groups of christian young people explore issues relating to science
and faith. as such activities have been provided that enable Bible study, discussion and prayer. Whilst the groups are aimed at
christian young people they can be adapted to raise awareness of the issues and encourage open discussion among young
people of many beliefs and none. each youth worker leading the sessions should make their own decision about how to
approach these activities with their groups, depending on the young people’s level of interest in, or commitment to, christian
faith, and adapt the session as appropriate.
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GUIDE TO
THE SESSIONS

the youth work sessions are planned to last between one and one and a half hours each. You can extend the time they take by
introducing an act of worship and prayer before the session (whatever is your normal practice). each session contains the same
activities, which are:

14-18 Session 1: And/Or/With
Aim of session
linking science and faith.

Resources Needed
masking tape or chalk, post-it notes, Test of FAITH DVD and DVD player, flip chart or display board.

This is the first session on this topic and is therefore likely to stimulate questions, conversations and a range of further topics
that could be studied. introduce a box at the beginning of the session which is there for people to post questions into. at the
end of the session, you could take out any questions that have been written and agree who will explore them (if they aren’t
already going to be covered in this course). You could then set up a facebook or internet discussion group with your young
people to explore the questions together. alternatively, people could take a look at the questions over the next week and
answers could be reviewed at the start of the second session.

Part 1: Fun learning, doing and watching
GAME: Adverb game

10 mins

this game is designed to encourage young people to think about relationships
and how different ideas are communicated. it is also a good energizer for building
communication skills. a volunteer leaves the room. the rest of the young people
decide on an adverb, for example ‘angrily’, ‘boldly’ or ‘quickly’. the volunteer returns
to the room and asks questions to which to rest of the group respond in the style of
the adverb they have chosen. the volunteer can guess the adverb at any time.

DISCUSS: Prompt cards

10 mins

print and cut out the prompt cards in appendix a part 1. ask the young people to work
in groups of three to four and put the cards in one of three columns: ‘agree’, disagree’,
‘not sure’. When the groups have achieved this, ask each person to choose one or two
statements that they are unchangeable on, i.e. this could be something they strongly
agree or disagree with.
at the end of the activity, get the young people to feedback both in groups and as
individuals, trying to reflect back any consensus that exists, as well as asking what
underlies their decisions. You might also want to suggest some specific answers to
some of the cards (see appendix a part 2).
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notes

SESSION 1

extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra

notes

WATCH: Test of FAITH DVD part 1 chapter 1
(00:00–07:41)

8 mins

this introduces the topic and then reviews the history of the relationship between
history and science and the grounds on which that relationship is founded. at the end
of the dvd chapter ask the young people to choose three words/phrases that stood
out to them from what they have seen so far, and write those phrases down on a flip
chart/board so all can see. At this stage, if you are having a question box you may want
to remind the young people of the chance to use this, then suggest taking a break to
ponder what has been covered in the first section:
1. A game was played whereby they had to figure out relationships and learn to
communicate in new ways
2. discussions were held around a range of statements with which they agreed,
disagreed or weren’t sure about

BREAK

10 mins

during the break, take time to ask the young people what they thought of the dvd.
What questions in this area have they asked, or heard asked before?

Part 2: Focused learning, talking and growing
TALK: Four models

20 mins

Gather the young people back together and explain how this session is going to
look at the relationship between science and faith, and how different people see the
connection between the two disciplines. outline how, over the course of the next few
weeks, there will be a range of sessions that explore specific topics from creation and
evolution to neurology and bioethics. But at the heart of all the debate is the need to
understand how science and faith relate. recap how in the dvd there was a range
of suggestions:
• that the science-faith debate explores practical and philosophical questions,
such as: ‘how do i obtain reliable knowledge about the world?’ and ‘Why is
there something rather than nothing?’
• that scientists and people of faith are trying to make sense of the world, and
find out whether there is a point to all that we see.
• that actually most of the early western scientists were christian.
in order to move forward we need to explore how the two topics relate. there are four
ways in which we could understand the relationship. split the young people into four
groups and ask each group to spend a few minutes exploring what they think each
statement means:
• Science and faith are in conflict.
• science and faith are complementary.
• science and faith overlap.
• science and faith don’t overlap.
at the end of the group discussions, hand out the pictures from appendix a part 3 that
show pictorially how science and faith can relate. then ask the young people:
1. What does each model represent? do they make sense to you?
(Hint: Suggest the young people try to develop a deﬁnition in the box alongside
the image.)
2. Which relationship do they think most of the scientists in the dvd believe in?
(Hint: The complementary model.)
3. ask them which model they think they feel most comfortable with.
(Hint: Suggest the young people try assuming different positions to help
themselves ﬁnd out which position they feel comfortable with. Ideas for test cases
include topics covered later in this series such as evolution, genetics, or the
Big Bang.)
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SESSION 1

3. finally the dvd introduced the topic of the day, namely what is the relationship
between science and faith and how can the two be drawn together?

notes

GOING FURTHER: For groups that want more
(this section has been taken from the Test of FAITH Leader’s Guide,
paternoster, 2009.)
if you have a group hungry for more, then you can go on to explore Test of FAITH
part 1, chapter 2 which explores the anthropic principle, God of the gaps and the
multiverse (see also Youth Leader’s Guide chapter 2 and Bonus interview 1.6). prompt
the young people with questions on:
1. how do you think that people who view the age of the universe differently relate
to the idea of the Big Bang (see appendix B)?
2. What do you think are the constants that the anthropic principle relates to?
(Hints: See Youth Leader’s Guide.)
3. does a multiverse suggest there is or isn’t a God?
at this stage you could read john 1:1–3. the ‘Word’ in john 1 is a translation of the
Greek word logos, from which we get the english word ‘logic’. it’s generally agreed
that john took the Greek idea of logos, a mind or rational principle governing the
universe, and said that logos is jesus, who was there in the beginning and came
to earth as man. (also see isa. 55:8,9, a big God who could do anything; and matt.
14:13–21 – a generous God.)
Watch the Bonus clip: 1.2 where ard louis refers to the ‘deep logos or logic behind
the universe’. ask the young people:
What do you think of the idea that we can do mathematics because a rational
God created the world?

BIBLE: Read Psalm 139:13–18

10 mins

explain how the psalm writer (assigned to david) talks about how he has learnt about
life; how in this psalm he talks about things which are in the realm of biology, physics,
chemistry and neurology. dr alasdair coles is a neurologist at addenbrookes hospital
in cambridge. he has researched the links between brain activity and religious belief.
in the Test of FAITH dvd (time code 3:12) he says that:
“humans have had this spiritual experience for centuries, and there have been various
different interpretations of them over that time. clearly people of faith believe that they
are truly encountering God, or the divine. at the other end of the spectrum are people
that say that these experiences are nothing but the epiphenomena, the side-effects of
a working brain getting on with its daily life, and they amount to nothing, they speak of
nothing outside of the brain.”
coles says this exploration of these areas has not turned him away from God, but
actually given him more wonder and amazement at how marvellous God is. he has
taken peace from the fact that whilst complete knowledge of the world in which we
live is beyond his grasp, it is fully within God’s knowledge.
split the young people into groups and ask them to:
1. suggest places where the physical world has given them a greater sense of
wonder and amazement about God?
(Hint: The beauty of nature, where science uncovers an anthropic principle.)
2. suggest things that might be uncovered during this course that illuminate God’s
involvement in an area that might not usually be appreciated
(Hint: The composition of the brain, the reoccurring fractal patterns in nature.)
3. list places in the world where they are still trying to understand God’s plan and
action.(Hint: Where there may be struggle, suffering or pain.)
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SESSION 1

4. What do you think is the difference between evidence and proof?

notes

CLOSING ACTION

5 mins

Ask the young people to find a quiet place on their own where they can write a letter
to God expressing their thanks for creating the world, and their God-given ability to
explore and understand it. this letter could take the form of a coherent, grammatically
correct letter could take the form of a coherent grammatically correct letter, or it could
simply be ‘dear God’ followed by a bullet point list.

PRAYER

5 mins

SESSION 1

ask the young people to gather their letters in the middle of the room, then play the
short reflection from the Test of FAITH dvd: ‘Reﬂection Environment’. ask the young
people to reflect and meditate on God’s world.
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14-18 Session 2: How Did We Get Here?
Aim of session
an exploration of the issues and discussions around creation and evolution.

Resources Needed
a4 paper, pens, newspaper, sticky tape, scissors, cardboard boxes, a watch and a toy car for each team, Test of FAITH dvd
and dvd player.

extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra
Given the various aspects of this and the next sessions, why not consider running them as part of a residential weekend?
You could then undertake the sessions using a combination of settings that also seek to give the young people space to think
through all the implications of the material being dealt with.

Part 1: Fun learning, doing and watching
15 mins

divide the main group into teams of up to six young people. hand each a selection
of newspaper, cardboard boxes, sticky tape, scissors, and finally a toy car. Also hand
out the paper and pens. explain that the task is to battle against time and design and
build the longest free-standing bridge, capable of carrying the car from one end to the
other. Encourage each group to work out a design on paper first before engineering
the bridge. Call time after fifteen minutes and invite each team to demonstrate the
effectiveness of their bridge. the team with the longest bridge, that successfully
carries their car from one side to the other, wins!

DISCUSS: What do you know?

20 mins

split the young people into groups of no more than four, and give them each a sheet
of paper. Groups should be gathered according to ages. Give the groups ten minutes
to come up with as much information as they can about the creation of the world/
universe. at this stage, ask them to include everything from things that they agree
with, to those they aren’t sure about, or even disagree with. ask them to add in things
that they have learned about in school as well as those they know from the Bible.
at the end of ten minutes, ask each group to go through their paper, gathering
together ten things they consider to be unquestionable, and then ten things they
consider to be fallacy. finally, ask them to come up with three questions per group that
they would like answered.
ask the groups to present their lists and questions back to the main group.
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SESSION 2

GAME: Building bridges

notes

notes

WATCH: Test of FAITH part 2 chapter 1
(00:00–10:05)

10 mins

This introduces the need to answer the question, ‘How did we get here?’ and the first
couple of ways in which we can understand how the world came into being: Young
earth and intelligent design. (see the Youth Leader’s Guide for more.) at the end of the
clip, recap what has just been watched:
• We saw how christians are active in the pursuit of understanding how we
got here
• that there are already a number of positions that explain this process: Young
earth and intelligent design
• that one of the big questions that each group is seeking to answer in this topic
is, ‘Is the Bible always literal or can it be figurative?’ (Figurative means using
language to heighten meaning by implicitly or explicitly representing something
in terms of some other thing.)

WATCH: Film extra
should your group need something a bit lighter than the Test of FAITH dvd, then
you could watch an extract from The Truman Show where Truman finally learns that
everything he has considered to be real is no longer true and that he has been living in
a false reality.
following The Truman Show clip you could ask:

2. What do you think we can be afraid of when we come to ask questions about
how the world came to be?
3. in The Truman Show, there is one man behind the whole show; he acts like a
god, controlling the weather, the actions of the other people and also the state
of the world. in what ways is the director in The Truman Show similar to, and
different from, the God who created the world?

BREAK

10 mins

During the break try to keep the mood focused on the first half’s topic before gathering
the young people together to watch the second video clip.

Part 2: Focused learning, talking and growing
WATCH: Test of FAITH part 2 chapter 2
(10:05–14:32)

5 mins

Watch the second chapter of part 2 on the dvd which introduces theistic evolution
(otherwise known as evolutionary creationism). at the end of this section remind the
young people that there are now three models that have been introduced: Young
earth, intelligent design and theistic evolution.
using group feedback, ask them to remind you what theory each of those models
represents (see Youth Leader’s Guide). (Hint: Explain – this is what the scientists think,
now they can see what makes the most sense, and what the Bible says.)

TALK: How did we get here?

5 mins

recap the key idea from week 1’s session that introduced the idea that science
and faith need not be in conflict, but that there could be ways in which they are
complementary and support each other (see Youth Leader’s Guide). also, whilst
different christians hold different positions on the subject, they do so often using the
same evidence: the same Bible and the same heart (i.e. to understand God better).
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SESSION 2

1. What was truman’s view of the world, and how is truman’s view different to ours
when we look at the world around us?

notes

explain that:
• as we come to explore Genesis we need to do so not trying to outdo science, or
to find ways in which to prove there is/isn’t God. Instead, we need to approach
it in love and humility, knowing that we won’t ever fully understand God’s
actions (ps. 139:17) or other’s interpretations of them.
• much of what the Bible says is clear to all christians; however, it is when we go
into more depth that people disagree about how to understand some things.
similarly, when they come to read the Bible all christians take some bits literally
and some bits figuratively. If we didn’t, then we would have churches full of
people who had chopped off their arms or gouged out their eyes that had
caused them to sin!
• Where christians differ is in understanding the more complicated parts of the
Bible and which bits of it to take literally and which figuratively. Likewise, people
can also range in opinion on what the underlying meaning and message is in
both the literal and figurative texts.
• When it comes to reading Genesis chapter 1 and understanding how old the
universe is, some people believe it is around 6,000 years old, and some think
it is closer to 13 billion years old. they range in opinion because some believe
the Bible to be literally describing what happened 6,000 years ago, whilst others
think that it is a more figurative text.

BIBLE: Genesis 1:1–27

10 mins

split into groups and explore the following questions:
• although people vary in their understanding of how God created the world, what
areas do you think that they agree on?
(Hint: God thought the world was good and he was intimately involved with its
creation; that humankind had a special role and relationship.)
• the creation is described in passing of days (‘there was evening, and there
was morning’), yet the sun and moon did not appear until day four. how is this
possible, and if there is a deeper meaning for the word ‘day’, what do you think
it is?
(Hint: See Youth Leader’s Guide.)
• in verses 26-30 it says human beings were made in God’s image. What does
this represent?
(Hint: See Youth Leader’s Guide. We are created in God’s image in ‘knowledge,
righteousness and holiness’. In other words, we are created rational, relational,
spiritual beings.)
Gather the groups together and get some feedback before leading a large group
discussion based on the ideas presented in part 2 chapter 2 of the Test of FAITH dvd.
1. francis collins talked about us sharing certain dna markers with other primates.
in what way does this discovery affect how you understand Genesis?
2. how would you feel about the idea that God created the perfect conditions for
creation to take place through evolution over millions of years?
3. how do you feel about the idea that God created the world in a near complete
state a few thousand years ago?
4. What would cause you to change your understanding of how creation came
to be?
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SESSION 2

• for christians to interpret the Bible differently is not bad and it isn’t a sign
of losing our faith! rather, a desire to reveal the meaning in the Bible is a
demonstration that the christian faith is living and active, and relevant to today.
What God does expect of us as we seek biblical understanding is that we do
so honourably, that we ask all the questions we can, and that in this process
we draw not only on our own understanding but also on that of others and the
world around us.

notes

CLOSING ACTION

5 mins

as a closing act, ask each young person to suggest one thing that they have learned
and one thing that they would still like to find out about the question, ‘How did we get
here?’ make a note of any particular questions that the young people have that can be
researched and fed back in subsequent weeks.

PRAYER

5 mins

SESSION 2

When each young person has shared their thoughts and ideas, have a time of group
prayer where the young people are asked to thank God for a good creation, and
then ask him for wisdom, love and understanding as they seek to find out how
creation happened.
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14-18 Session 3:
Would You Adam and Eve it?
Aim of session
looking into the serving and preserving role God gave adam and eve and what that means for us.

Resources Needed
masking tape or chalk, post-it notes, Test of FAITH DVD and DVD player, flip chart or display board, pens and paper.

extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra
Given the various aspects of this session (and the one before it), why not consider running them as part of a residential
weekend? You could then undertake the sessions using a combination of settings that also seek to give the young people
space to think through all the implications of the material being dealt with.

Part 1: Fun learning, doing and watching
GAME: My island

20 mins

notes

then give them time to spend in groups designing their own island. ask them to think
about where their food would come from, who would live on the island, where would
they work, where would they play, etc. once their island is designed, ask them to think
about what rules they would have. they need to reduce these to between three and
five rules. How would people live, how would they relate to each other, what would
be the priorities for life? during this stage they may need to go back and revisit their
island design in order to add some extra facilities or people (such as police,
army, etc.).

DISCUSS: Join me

15 mins

once all the islands have been designed and the rules established, bring the groups
back together and ask them to present their design and ideas to the rest of the room.
ask those who are watching to give a secret score out of ten (which they can write
on a piece of paper and put into a hat) for each island they see. at the end of the
presentations, add up the score and award a round of applause to the winning island
design and team.
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SESSION 3

split into groups of two to three young people and give each group a big sheet of
paper (such as a torn off piece of lining paper or a sheet from a flip chart). Explain to
each group that they have been approached by the united nations to design their
own island. they have an unlimited budget and therefore should apply unlimited
imagination to their design.

notes

WATCH: Test of FAITH DVD part 2 chapter 5
(26:10–29:15)

5 mins

start this section by making a link to the previous section, showing how having come
up with our suggestions for our own creation (whether they be good or bad!) we now
turn our attention to God’s. now show the short extract from the Test of FAITH dvd
that outlines the moral imperative of climate change.
close this section by saying that after the break we will be looking at God’s design and
plans for his creation.

BREAK

10 mins

if you are meeting in a church, during the break suggest everyone takes time to look
around the parts of the building that are accessible and to start to think about ways in
which the church could improve its environmental impact.

Part 2: Focused learning, talking and growing
DISCUSS: What do you know?

5 mins

ask the young people what they already know about climate change and the
environmental challenges facing the earth. ask for general feedback. try to encourage
them to not focus on global warming but also draw out: clean water, population
growth, habitat loss and reduced biodiversity.

BIBLE: Genesis 1:28–31

10 mins

after reading these verses, focus on verse 28 where God gave responsibility to human
beings to care for creation. mention that this is an area of great misunderstanding.
We aren’t there to dominate and take from creation, but rather are called to be its
stewards, to be responsible for it – to serve and preserve it (see Youth
Leader’s Guide).

TALK

10 mins

ask the young people to answer the following in groups:
• In the film clip it said there was a moral imperative to do something. What do
you think a ‘moral imperative’ is?
• What is the moral imperative for Christians that the film outlines?
• are there things that we should stop doing in order to preserve the earth (i.e.
drilling for oil in the arctic)?
• how do you think we can serve and preserve creation more?

BIBLE: Genesis 3:8–19

5 mins

after reading the above passage, ask the young people to suggest what has broken as
a result of adam and eve’s sin. encourage them to look at:
• Broken relationship with God (vv. 8–11)
• Broken relationship between men and women (vv. 12,13) and families
(Gen. 4:3–9)
• Broken relationship with the rest of creation (vv. 15–19).
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SESSION 3

ask the young people to suggest what serving and preserving creation might look like.

notes

WATCH: Test of FAITH bonus interviews:
2.3, 2.4 AND 2.5

10 mins

Watch the short interviews on the dvd. after each one, suggest what the main point
was. look for:
• alistair mcGrath: We aren’t possessors of the world, we are entrusted with
the world
• catherine cutler: We need to reduce our carbon footprint
• ian hutchinson: too many people wanting too much stuff

CLOSING ACTION: My role

10 mins

each of us, whether old or young, has a responsibility to serve and preserve the earth,
looking after things as much as God first wanted us to.
split the young people into up to four groups. Write the following words on separate
sheets of paper: refuse (as in turn down, not as in waste), reduce, re-use and
recycle. Get the groups of young people to work around each sheet of paper, coming
up with ideas for actions that (1) they can achieve, and (2) that they want to see their
church achieving in order to address climate change.

PRAYER: Watch Test of FAITH:
Short Reﬂection, ‘Ice Man’

5 mins

With the pledges in hand and the church proposal agreed, gather the young people
together for a quiet meditation with the Test of FAITH DVD Short Reflection, ‘Ice Man’.
this clip can be used to show the earth being slowly eroded away through warming,
to encourage young people to understand that time is constantly running and that
the pressures of the environment continue to grow. this meditation is designed to
encourage action.

SESSION 3

during the playing of the clip, ask the young people to think about the actions that
they are involved in that have a destructive effect on the earth.
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14-18 Session 4: Who Am I?
Aim of session
an exploration of what makes people special.

Resources Needed
plasticine or play dough, Test of FAITH dvd and dvd player, pens and paper.

extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra
this session is on the uniqueness of the individual. as a stimulus to that, why not get the young people to all dress the same
and attend a dinner party/banquet? They could undertake an adapted version of the first half of the session as games to be
played over the table, and then the second part as an after-dinner discussion.

Part 1: Fun learning, doing and watching
notes

GAME: I prefer

10 mins

ask everyone to stand up, form a circle, and begin moving clockwise. call out
statements (from appendix c) that offer preferences. after a while, add your own
ideas to represent individual and group interests. the group should listen and if they
agree with the statement, keep walking in the clockwise direction. if they prefer the
alternative choice, then they should halt, turn and start walking in an anti-clockwise
circle. This should cause confusion and difficulty as the two points of view walk
against each other. persist with the chaos, encouraging the young people to turn in
different directions faster and faster.

DISCUSSION: Being different

5 mins

after a few rounds of the ‘i prefer’ game, review the activity by asking:
1. how did it feel to be part of a chaotic activity?
2. how does it feel to be ‘different’ and not go along with the group?
3. is it comfortable when your preferences are the minority choice?
4. Would this be the same if it were your beliefs that you were standing up for?

GAME: Modelling

15 mins

one of the modellers comes up and takes a clue card from the pile (see appendix c)
and shows it to the other modellers. after an agreed few seconds of thinking time,
someone shouts ‘go’ and the modellers begin modelling their word/s.
a round is won when one of the teams guess the correct word. Gestures and actions
not involving the model are never allowed – including ‘mouthing’ words to team mates!
the team that wins a round gets an agreed amount from each of the opposing teams’
plasticine the opposing teams now have less plasticine to model with! When one
team runs out, the team with the most plasticine left, wins.
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SESSION 4

Get the young people into teams. Give each group an equal amount of plasticine.
Each team has to nominate a team member to be the first modeller. The rest of the
team then become the guessers.

notes

DISCUSSION

5 mins

After the game has finished, asked the young people for feedback:
• Which things were hardest to represent?
• What made the game harder – less time or less plasticine?
• Were there times when they tried to make something that was completely
misunderstood by their team?

BREAK

10 mins

Part 2: Focused learning, talking and growing
WATCH: Test of FAITH part 3 sections 1 and 2
(00:00–12:52)

15 mins

it is important to read ‘thinking about human identity’ in the Youth Leader’s Guide
before reading this section, to get an insight into the ideas being presented.
Recap what has been covered in the film, including:
• scientists very often do something known as ‘reductionism’ (ask the young
people at this stage if they know what this means). that is to take things apart
and study them as their individual parts.
• Where this has been applied to religious phenomena (such as prayer,
experiences of the holy spirit, etc.) this has sometimes resulted in faith
encounters being described in terms of neurological activity or
chemical imbalances.
• the temptation is then to consider these as ‘just’ neurological activities, where
we create God, rather than God connecting with us.
now ask the young people to comment on the following:
1. What does the fact that prayer can be measured as activity in the temporal lobe
of the brain prove?
2. some scientists have suggested that in each person is a God spot; a part of the
brain that is active when we pray (see Youth Leader’s Guide and Test of FAITH
dvd clip). in your opinion, is this fact an evolutionary accident, divine intervention
or something else? (Hint: Use the two quotes below to help you.)

If someone wanted to come along and link me up to electrodes while I was
praying or while I was in worship and found that my brain patterns were slightly
different, then that wouldn’t be a great surprise to me. I think spiritual experience
is real and therefore there should be a way of looking at that in terms of the
physicality of the brain. But just to look at those brain patterns and to say that that
is all that spiritual experience is seems to me to be mistaken.
Dr David Wilkinson (on the Test of FAITH DVD)
a new development in the way in which science is done is known as ‘emergence’.
the idea of emergence is: rather than taking things apart in order to understand their
constituent parts, there is a scientific need to bring things together – to look at things
in their collective whole.
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SESSION 4

(There’s) a place in the brain for everything. You know there’s a Jennifer Aniston
spot and there’s a hamburger spot in my brain and in yours. Anything you know
anything about, anything you have any bunch of beliefs about, there’s got to be
something in your brain that’s holding those.
Professor Daniel Dennett, philosopher

notes

WATCH: Film extra
in place of watching the Test of FAITH DVD you could watch an extract from films
such as Gattaca, which explores the issues relating to identity. draw attention to the
fact that in order to achieve and be seen as valuable, the lead actor needs to become
someone else. in this dystopian vision of a future, his potential heart condition has had
him declared unfit and therefore worthless.
1. What does our society class as valuable: sporting ability, money, fame?
2. do you think, if you could have been altered at birth, that you would have wanted
to (a) be a better sportsperson, (b) have a different hair colour,
(c) be more intelligent?
3. Where in life do you think that we are guilty of reducing people to their
constituent parts rather than seeing them as a whole?

BIBLE: Mark 12:28–31

10 mins

this instruction of jesus is one that is all-encompassing. in this passage jesus tells
his questioner that to find true fulfilment they need to love God with their heart, soul,
mind and strength and that they are to love their neighbour as themselves.
What do you think this verse tells us about how God made us?
how could you obey this command? (Hint: Think about things that involve each of the
following: heart, soul, mind, strength.)
read joshua 24:14,15, keeping in mind this idea of making choices.
• What does this passage say about our ability to choose?
(Hint: Throughout the Bible people are asked to choose and are held responsible
for their choices. This is a good working deﬁnition of that much-discussed
concept of freewill.)
• think of a conscious choice that you made that changed the course of your life.

DISCUSS: Reducing reductionism

5 mins

Break into groups and ask the young people to list areas in life where they or their
peers are judged or ‘reduced’ to be a particular way.
(Hint: It is assumed you won’t understand something; or, you are expected to get good
results because your brother or sister did so well at school.)
once the groups have decided where they are judged by others, ask them to repeat
the exercise, but this time to ascertain where they are guilty of judging others and
reducing them.
5 mins

if you feel your group is able to respond well to it, then for the closing act of this
session get each person to write down their name on the top of a piece of paper.
then they should pass that paper to the person on their right who will write a word of
encouragement or a prayer of blessing on it before passing it on for the exercise to be
repeated. keep passing the papers around until everyone has prayed for
everyone else.

PRAYER

5 mins

to close in prayer, offer each person in the group a chance to be prayed for by their
peers. they should stand and hold their letter (see above) and people can gather
round them. even if people just say ‘thank you, God’, or ‘help them, God’, this can be
a significant, unique experience for each person.
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SESSION 4

CLOSING ACTION: Encouraging letter

14-18 Session 5: Who Am I? Extra
Aim of session
a short session exploring the implications oof human embryo research, cloning and genetic testing.

Resources Needed
Big sheets of paper, pens, Test of FAITH dvd, dvd player.

extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra … extra
this short extra session is designed to provoke discussion around human embryo research, cloning and genetic testing. it
is designed for a group that wants a more focused discussion and debate and therefore doesn’t include suggested games.
(parts of this session are based on the Test of FAITH Leader’s Guide, paternoster, 2009).

Part 1: Fun learning, doing and watching
notes

INTRODUCTION

3 mins

introduce the focus of this session, explaining that it is about issues relating to human
embryo research, cloning and genetic testing. explain that human embryo research
in particular is a sensitive area for some people, so although it can be discussed
objectively in the group, it is a topic that needs to be handled carefully in every
situation, especially when people have been unable to conceive, had an abortion, or
even themselves been a ‘test tube baby’.

DISCUSS: What do we know?

20 mins

split the young people into three groups. ask them to work their way around three big
sheets of paper, writing down what they know about the topics of:
1. embryo research
2. human cloning
3. Genetic testing
Each group gets five to six minutes on each piece of paper before moving onto
the next.

WATCH: Test of FAITH DVD part 3 chapter 3

10 mins

this section explores the issues of genetics, human cloning, and the ways in which
christians understand what makes us human.

DISCUSS: What have we learned?

5 mins

Before the break, ask the group: having watched the dvd:
1. What was new or most interesting for you?
2. What did you find most surprising or challenging?
3. What do you think the main messages were?

BREAK
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10 mins

SESSION 5

4. What do you think? do you agree?

notes

Part 2: Focused learning, talking and growing
DISCUSS: When does life begin?

20 mins

Read the briefing sheet in Appendix D: When Does Human Life Begin?
then watch Bonus clip 3.2 on the dvd (john Bryant).
ask the young people to discuss the following:
1. What do you think is the essence of human–ness?
(Hint: God has made us in his image: this is a gift that is not necessarily deﬁned
by our own abilities. See the ‘What does the image of God’ brieﬁng sheet on the
testoffaith.com resources section.)
2. in your opinion, when do you think human life begins?
3. are embryos simply disposable before the point at which you think human
life begins?

DISCUSS: Genetic investigation and exploration

20 mins

Watch Bonus clip 3.3 on the dvd (denis alexander).
ask the young people:
1. What might be the arguments for and against testing for genetic diseases, and
the possible destruction of affected embryos (this could happen by testing ivf
embryos and deciding which ones to use)?
(Hints: Arguments for: An act of compassion for the individual who would die
early from the disease, or for the parents – will they cope? Arguments against:
It involves destruction of vulnerable human embryos; it is a form of ‘eugenics’ –
discrimination against certain genetic types; certain diseases are not sufﬁciently
serious to affect the life of the individual or the parents enough to justify
destruction of the embryo.)
2. Who else do you think is affected by genetic testing, in addition to the embryo?
(Hints: Parents, couples or individuals who have to make decisions about genetic
testing, have been through unsuccessful pregnancies or IVF, or have decided not
to have children because of an inherited disease in the family. Individuals who are
affected by genetic disease. Doctors and health care workers, including Christians
who feel called to work in these areas. Families and friends of the above people.)

BIBLE: Luke 4:18,19

10 mins

In this passage in Luke, Jesus announces his mandate for the first time. In a fulfilment
of isaiah 61:1,2, jesus shows how he is to bring about personal and social healing.
this is a healing linked to wider justice and restoration. God is making everything into
the way it was meant to be.
• ask the young people what effect they think christian healing will have
on society.
• ask the young people where they, their church and its members bring, or could
bring, healing to their community.

PRAYER

10 mins

ask the young people to break into groups to pray
• for wisdom in dealing with the issues that have been raised

• for insight in addressing the new and more complex issues that arise as
science develops
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SESSION 5

• for those who are struggling, either through the loss of a child, the inability to
conceive, or with disease

Appendix A part 1: Prompt cards
You can’t use science
to prove God

Science came from
Christian roots

The most important
questions in life CAN’T
BE SOLVED BY SCIENCE

We need science in
order to help us
understand

The conflict between
science and faith is
just a cultural IDEa

Christians have always
been against science
and anything rationaL

God made the
dinosaurs

I think that everything
we do can be explained
scientifically

God loves us to ask
scientific questions

Religion can
all be explained
psychologically

science and faith ask
different questions

So-called ‘miracles’
can all be explained
scientifically; they
don’t really happen

God is a powerful mind
force controlling
everything

When science can’t
explain something,
that’s where you see
evidence for God

Evolution is a theory
acceptable to
Christians

Some scientists
think there are many
universes

Exploring the world
through science can
be an act of worship

Some questions
cannot be answered
by the bible
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Appendix A part 2: Prompt card answers
You can’t use science to
prove God

Science came from Christian
roots

True, although there are many True. Most of the first
hints we can use.
western scientists were
Christian.

The most important questions
in life can’t be solved
by science
This depends on what your
important questions are.

We need science in order to
help us understand

The conflict between science
and faith is just a cultural idea

Christians have always been
against science and anything
rational

True. Science provides a
methodical pursuit of how
things happen.

True. For many centuries and
many people today there is
no conflict.

False.

God made the dinosaurs

I think that everything we do
can be explained scientifically

God loves us to ask scientific
questions

Not necessarily.

Throughout the Bible we
are shown how God loves
a hungry mind in pursuit of
understanding.

Science and faith ask different
questions

So-called ‘miracles’ can all be
explained scientifically; they
don’t really happen

True.

Religion can all be explained
psychologically

Not necessarily. Whilst some True, but most of the
religious experiences can
time they aren’t mutually
be mapped neurologically,
exclusive.
reducing religion to
psychology is like explaining
that a camera is simply a pile
of plastic, metal and glass
without saying anything about
its purpose.

God is a powerful mind force
controlling everything

When science can’t explain
something, that’s where you
see evidence for God

Miracles don’t have to be
unprovable scientifically. They
could be miraculous timing
for example. But of course
things do happen, such as
the resurrection, that can’t be
explained scientifically and
that is what we should expect
if God exists!

Evolution is a theory acceptable
to Christians

This depends on your idea of
control, and the Christian God False.
is much more than that.

True, although not for all.

Some scientists think there are
many universes

Some questions cannot be
answered by the Bible

Exploring the world through
science can be an act of
worship

True.
True.
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True, because it may not be
focused on those questions.

Appendix A part 3: Relating Science and Faith
a

b

SCIENCE

FAITH

a

b

SCIENCE

FAITH

a

b

SCIENCE

FAITH

a
b

SCIENCE
FAITH
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Appendix B: The Big Bang1
In the Big Bang model the
universe began very hot
and dense …
then expanded in a
gigantic explosion …

as it expanded it
cooled down …
clumps of matter
condensed together …

and galaxies, stars and
planets formed.

Several pieces of evidence support this model. Here are two of them:
in the 1920s, edwin hubble discovered that the universe is still expanding. astronomers detect that all the galaxies are moving
away from us, and that more distant galaxies are moving away faster. this relationship between distance and speed means that
the universe as a whole is expanding. in the 1990s, astronomers found that the expansion rate is not constant but is speeding
up over time. using the current best measure of expansion rate and how it changes over time, astronomers calculate that the
universe itself must have begun about 13.5–13.9 billion years ago.
in 1965, arno penzias and robert Wilson detected faint noise in a radio receiver. further study showed that these radio waves
arrive at earth from all directions, so the radiation must be coming from the universe itself. and the radiation has a thermal
signature, showing that it was emitted by something hot. it is the light and heat of the Big Bang. Because of the expansion, the
radiation has cooled over time to near absolute zero, consistent with predictions made before it was discovered.
for further information read: http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/universe/bb_tests.html

How old is the universe?
astronomers are able to measure age using several methods. here are two of them:
astronomers can calculate how long it will take a star to burn out, based on its size. Big stars burn faster than small stars. a
‘globular cluster’ is a cluster of stars (of different sizes) that formed at the same time. Since the big stars die out first, when only
small stars are left scientists can tell that it is an old cluster. so by looking at the size of stars still in the cluster, astronomers can
measure its age. the oldest globular clusters found are at least 11 billion years old. the universe as a whole must, therefore, be
older than this.
With the Hubble Telescope astronomers can see light that has travelled for about 13.3 billion years, from the very first stars. The
universe must be older than this for the light to reach us today.
for further information read: http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/universe

How have Christians responded to Big Bang theory? Here are three views that Christians hold:
a. God made the universe and everything in it supernaturally about 10,000 years ago, as described in Genesis 1. the
scientific evidence for the Big Bang and the great age of the universe is faulty. Creation scientists have suggested other
possible explanations for the vast scale of the universe and the distance light must travel.
B. God made the universe and everything in it supernaturally about 10,000 years ago, as described in Genesis 1. scientists
are correct about the evidence for the age of the universe, but this is only an appearance of history. everything was created
with this history built in: trees with rings representing hundreds of years, light already on the way from stars billions of light
years away, etc.
c. The scientific evidence for the Big Bang is correct. God used the Big Bang to make the universe 13.7 billion years ago and
has been sustaining it ever since. christians holding this view have different ways of reconciling this with Genesis 1, which
will be discussed in session 2.
1. taken with permission from Test of FAITH Leader’s Guide (paternoster, 2009), p. 102.
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Appendix C: I prefer
‘I Prefer’ statements
You can easily make up your own ‘I prefer’ statements. Here are a few to get you started:
1. I prefer BMWs to Minis
2. I prefer curry to fish and chips
3. I prefer winter to summer
4. I prefer the ocean to a river
5. I prefer cats to dogs
6. I prefer a soap opera to a detective series
7. I prefer salad to pizza
8. I prefer books to films
9. I prefer MTV to radio
10. I prefer cycling to running
11. I prefer rugby to football
12. I prefer the colour black to the colour red
13. I prefer trainers to boots
14. I prefer ice lollies to ice cream

Modelling game: Clue card Ideas
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FOOTBALL

CAR

BALLROOM
DANCING

DVD

HAPPY

CARDIGAN

TREE

IPOD

LAPTOP

BABY

TEACHER

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIA

WIND

AeRoPLANE

TIME

RESULTS DAY

NEWSPAPER

BOOK

GEOGRAPHY
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Appendix D: When Does Human Life Begin?2
Below is a summary of the main views held on the status of the early embryo and the arguments that people use to
defend them.

A) Human life begins at fertilization (0–6 hours)
Biblical/theological arguments
• The Bible names Jesus and other people by this stage.
• This is the origin of a ‘personal history’.
• This is when Jesus became incarnate as a man.
• Relationship with God is established.
• In the Bible the Hebrews believed life began as soon as they were aware of it being there.
• The message is that life begins as soon as there is something there. With our knowledge
today, this means conception.

Biological arguments
• Fertilization provides a fairly precise moment of beginning.
• The genetic make-up of the individual is specified during this stage.

B) Human life begins at implantation (7–10 days)
Biblical/theological arguments
• Physical relationship with the mother begins – she can become aware of her pregnancy. Part
of what defines us as human is being in relationship.
• Twinning may occur between the ‘blastocyst’ (hollow ball of cells) stage and implantation, so
until implantation there isn’t ‘one’ individual present to relate to God.
• This is what passages about the unborn refer to because this is the time when pre-scientific
societies became aware of pregnancy.

Biological arguments
• There is a high rate of embryo loss before implantation (70–80%).
• Until implantation, it is impossible to tell what parts will become the embryo and what will
become the placenta.

C) Human life begins at the primitive streak stage (14 days)
Biological argument
• The development of the primitive streak marks where the nervous system will begin to
develop. The capacity for sensation and pain are important in defining humanness and in
determining how we treat others.

D) The beginning of human life is a continual process
• This is the view that all of the above ‘milestones’ are not that critical, since the development
of human life is a continual process from fertilization through to birth and onwards. Human
life deserves our care and protection all the way through, although prenatal care will
increase in line with development.

2.	Taken with permission from Test of FAITH Leader’s Guide (Paternoster, 2009), p. 112.
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